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Aim
Present a concrete 
integration example
Overview
● Alice Lefebvre’s user story
○ Linking her ORCID iD in her PANGAEA user profile
○ Claiming contributions to her ORCID record
● ORCID adoption trends at PANGAEA
● Demo
○ Connect account to ORCID
○ Log in using ORCID as social login
○ Sign up for new account
User story
• Meet Dr. Alice Lefebvre
  MARUM Center for Marine Environmental Sciences
• Alice has heard of ORCID
  “They did ask about it when I submitted my last paper”
• However, she
  “Never took the time to look into it”
Alice’s datasets
• PANGAEA knows of 22 datasets by “Lefebvre, Alice” 
• Are they by the same author?
• Alice decides to clarify by claiming her datasets to ORCID
Linking her ORCID iD
Sign into PANGAEA and connect 
her PANGAEA account with her 
ORCID iD
Link authorization
Claiming contributions
ORCID record with claimed datasets
+ 3.2%
since October 2016
Datasets with at least one author linked to ORCID
+ 5.1%
since October 2016
Users with account linked to ORCID
Demo
